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Inputs for the nuclear model
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Neutrino interactions (simplified)
• For BNB and T2K the dominant interaction channel is quasi-

elastic scattering
• Pion production channels contribute less than 25%
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Unprecedented accuracy in the 
determination of neutrino-argon cross 
section  is required to achieve design 
sensitivity to CP violation at DUNE 

More than 60% of the interactions at 
DUNE are non-quasielastic

Theoretical tools for neutrino scattering,  
Contribution to: 2022 Snowmass Summer Study
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Why do we need more precision?
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Detectors measure the neutrino interaction rate:

A precise determination of σ(E) is crucial to extract 
ν oscillation parameters. Nuclear effects at near 
and far detector do not cancel

P (⌫µ ! ⌫e, E⌫ , L) =
�(E⌫ , L)

�µ(E⌫ , 0)
=

Ne(E⌫ , L)/�e(E⌫)

Nµ(E⌫ , L)/�µ(E⌫)

Experiment

Theory
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Neutrino-nucleus cross section systematics
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Current oscillation experiments report large systematic uncertainties associated with neutrino- 
nucleus interaction models. 
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T2K, Phys. Rev. D 103, 112008 (2021) 
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Short Baseline Neutrino program
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• The two sub-GeV neutrino beams (BNB and T2K) have very similar medium energy

• The flux for T2K is narrower due to the off-axis effect. 

T2K and BNB fluxes

T2K beam BNB beam

Neutrino flux @SBND

03/10/2019 J. Nowak, Pion Workshop 3

For BNB and T2K the dominant reaction 
mechanisms are quasi-elastic scattering

The contribution of π-production channels is 
~ 25 % 

For the sub-GeV experiments the Delta is 
the only relevant resonance

Three liquid argon TPCs in the Fermilab Booster 
Neutrino Beam : Definitive test of LSND oscillations 
using three baselines

The Short-Baseline Neutrino Program 

03/10/2019 J. Nowak, Pion Workshop 28

SBND MicroBooNE Icarus
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Short Baseline Neutrino program
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A. Papadopoulou W&C seminar June 2023

SBND will provide the world’s highest 
statistics cross section measurements in 
LAr: 2 million events for 𝜈μ per year for the 
next 3 years

MicroBooNE provided first two-proton knockout 
single-differential cross section on argon 
2211.03734 
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20 10×SBND event rate for 6.6 

protons on the BNB target.
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Figure 8

Event spectra and rates in SBND for 6.6⇥ 1020 protons on target (⇠3 years of operation).
Left: The total ⌫µ inclusive charged-current and neutral-current event spectra (shown not
stacked). Right: The exclusive channel breakdown of the ⌫µ charged-current sample discriminated
according to the number of pions in the final state (shown stacked). The spectra are normalized to
show relative rates, with the total events expected for the exposure indicated in the legend.

SBND will perform many exclusive measurements of di↵erent final states for ⌫µ and

⌫e events with high precision and will measure nuclear e↵ects from the comparison with

di↵erent Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. Figure 9 (right) shows the expected rates of ⌫µ
CC events separated into their main experimental topologies for the same 6.6⇥ 1020 POT

exposure. The largest event sample corresponds to the ⌫µ charged-current “0 meson” final

state, where there is an outgoing muon, one or more recoil nucleons, and no outgoing pions

or kaons. This cross section for scattering o↵ nuclei largely depends on final state inter-

actions and other nuclear e↵ects and SBND data will allow the study of nuclear e↵ects in

neutrino interactions in argon nuclei with high precision. This data will inform neutrino

Monte Carlo generators and aid in disentangling neutrino-nuclear interaction phenomenol-

ogy by discriminating between final state interaction models. One example of the statistical

power of the data is in measurements of neutrinos scattering o↵ correlated nucleon pairs –

according to current simulations there will be ⇠360,000 events per year with one muon and

two protons (1µ+ 2p) in the final state.

The high interaction rate will also allow SBND to measure interaction channels which

remain unmeasured on argon. There are many rare interaction channels which can be

probed by SBND, for example production of hyperons ⇤0 and ⌃+, for which SBND will

collect a total data set of several thousand events over 3 years, recording more than the

current historical data set each month. SBND will also see ⇠400 ⌫e ! ⌫e elastic scattering

events in 6.6 ⇥ 1020 POT. These events provide a unique topological signature, a very

forward electron with no activity around the vertex, easily identified in a LArTPC. The

elastic scattering of neutrinos on electrons is a process with a well known theoretical cross

section, and with this event sample a measurement of the neutrino flux can be made (81).

Furthermore, the MicroBooNE and ICARUS detectors are respectively located approx-

imately 8� and 6� o↵-axis to the higher energy NuMI beam, produced by 120GeV protons

from the Fermilab Main Injector directed onto a carbon target (82, 83). MicroBooNE and

ICARUS can also study neutrino-argon cross sections exploiting the NuMI beam. ICARUS

will collect a large neutrino event sample in the 0-3GeV energy range with an enriched com-

ponent of electron neutrinos (⇠5%). Muon neutrino event rates in the T600 from NuMI

are comparable with the ones from the BNB, while the electron neutrino component is en-

18 Machado • Palamara • Schmitz

P. Machado et al, 1903.04608 (2019)
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Ab initio Methods
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 Ab-initio methods (CC, IMSRG, SCGF, QMC, 
etc) are systematically improvable many-body 
approaches.

Energy transfer !!e ⇠
q2

2m

QE

Meson Exchange

d�

Accurate predictions for ground state 
properties of nuclei + response functions in 
the low/moderate energy region

A. Ekström et al, Front. Phys.11 (2023) 29094
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Hamiltonian and Currents
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At low energy, the effective degrees of freedom are pions and nucleons:


H =
X

i

p2
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2m
+

X

i<j

vij +
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Vijk + . . .
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 The electromagnetic current is constrained by the Hamiltonian through the continuity equation

r · JEM + i[H, J
0
EM] = 0

 The above equation implies that the current operator includes one and two-body contributions

Jµ(q) =
X

i

jµi +
X

i<j

jµij + . . .
NN

NN

+

NN

NN

[vij , j
0
i ] 6= 0
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• AV18+IL7

• chiral 
interactions
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Chiral effective field theory
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Chiral Hamiltonians exploits the (approximate) broken chiral symmetry of QCD

Le↵ = L(0) + L(1) + L(2)

Contact interactions lead to LEC:

Design an organizational scheme that can distinguish between more and less important terms: 

Identify the soft and hard scale of the problem L(n) ⇠
⇣ q

⇤b

⌘n

~ 1 GeV hard scale 

~ 100 MeV  soft scale 

27
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FIG. 5. Figure [342] courtesy of H. Hergert. Chiral two-, three-, and four-nucleon forces through
next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO) in the chiral expansion. Dashed lines represent pion
exchanged between nucleons. The large solid circles, boxes and diamonds represent vertices that
are proportional to LECs of the theory (see text).

to the short-range two-nucleon interactions are typically fit to the deuteron and nucleon-
nucleon scattering data, and the analog ones related to the three-nucleon interaction are fit
to properties of light nuclei. In both cases, the LECs describing the long-range interactions
can be determined independently from pion-nucleon scattering [353–355], and thus, as a
prediction of chiral EFT, do not lead to new parameters that would need to be determined
in nuclear systems.

Many-body nuclear interactions have been over the years developed up to N5LO in the chi-
ral expansion [356–358]. Most many-body calculations are still at much lower order, however,
and often at lower cuto↵ scales ⇤. A variety of quantum many-body approaches [246, 359–
363] are used for these calculations, including coupled cluster (CC), the no-core shell model
(NCSM), and Variational and Green’s function Monte Carlo (VMC and GFMC) and Auxil-
iary Field Di↵usion Monte Carlo (AFDMC). Each of these approaches has di↵erent strengths
and weaknesses depending upon the system size and the momentum cuto↵ of the interaction.

The community is vigorously exploring the importance of including�’s as explicit degrees

Short range two-nucleon interaction  
fit to deuteron and NN scattering

Three nucleon interactions fitted on 
light nuclei

Long-range LEC are determined from 
π-nucleon scattering

Formulate statistical models for uncertainties: Bayesian estimates of EFT errors
S. Wesolowski, et al, PRC 104, 064001 (2021)

H. Hergert, Front. in Phys. 8, 379 (2020)
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Green’s Function Monte Carlo

lim
⌧!1

e�(H�E0)⌧ | T i = lim
⌧!1

X

n

cn e
�(En�E0)⌧ | ni = c0| 0i

GFMC uses a projection technique to enhance the true ground-state component of a starting 
wave function. 

Any trial wave function can be expanded in the complete set of eigenstates of the the Hamiltonian 
according to

H| ni = En| ni

The direct calculation of the imaginary-time propagator for strongly-interacting systems involves 
prohibitive difficulties

The imaginary-time evolution is broken into N small imaginary-time steps, and complete sets of 
states are inserted
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e�(H�E0)⌧ | V i =
Z

dR1 . . . dRN |RN ihRN |e�(H�E0)�⌧ |RN�1i . . . hR2|e�(H�E0)�⌧ |R1i V (R1)

Short Time Propagator

| V i =
X

n

cn| ni

J. Carlson , et al. Rev. Mod. Phys. 87 (2015) 1067 
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Solve the Many Body Nuclear problem
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A sum over all the many-body spin-isospin states is performed 


FIG. 3. Spectra of A=4–12 nuclei. The energy spectra obtained with the NV2+3-Ia chi-

ral interactions are compared to experimental data. Also shown are results obtained with the
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GFMC is extremely accurate but limited to A < 13 nuclei. Semi-phenomenological, or chiral 
potentials can be used, excellent agreement with energy spectral of different targets


GREEN’S FUNCTION MONTE CARLO
In the GFMC, a sum over all the many-body spin-isospin states is performed
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GFMC is extremely accurate but limited to A≲12 nuclei and small (A ≤14) neutron systems 
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Green’s Function Monte Carlo
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Nuclear response function involves evaluating a number of transition amplitudes. 

Valuable information can be obtained from the integral transform of the response function
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Inverting the integral transform is a complicated problem A. Lovato et al, PRL117 (2016), 082501, 
PRC97 (2018), 022502 

Same problem applies to different realm physics for example lattice QCD
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Cross sections: Green’s Function Monte Carlo
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A.Lovato, NR, et al, submitted to Universe

Inclusive results which are virtually correct in the QE 

Relies on non-relativistic treatment of the kinematics

Medium mass nuclei A < 13

Can not handle explicit pion degrees of freedom

Limitations:

Electron scattering results including relativistic 
corrections for some kinematics covered by 
the calculated responses
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromag-
netic transverse response functions. Since pion production
mechanisms are not included, the present theory underesti-
mates the (transverse) strength in the � peak region, see in
particular the q=570 MeV/c case.

of R↵(q,!)—so called Euclidean response [11]—which we
define as

E↵(q, ⌧) =

Z 1

!
+
el

d! e�!⌧
R↵(q,!)

[Gp

E
(q,!)]2

, (2)

where Gp

E
(q,!) is the (free) proton electric form factor

and the integration excludes the contribution due to elas-
tic scattering (!el is the energy of the recoiling ground
state). We elaborate this issue further below; for now
it su�ces to note that, in the specific case of 12C, the
ground state has quantum numbers J⇡ =0+ and there-
fore the elastic contribution vanishes in the transverse
channel. With the definition given in Eq. (2), the Eu-
clidean response function above can be thought of as be-
ing due to point-like, but strongly interacting, nucleons,
and can simply be expressed as

E↵(q, ⌧)=h0|O†
↵
(q)e�(H�E0)⌧O↵(q)|0i� |F↵(q)|2e�⌧!el ,

(3)
where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian (here, the AV18/IL7
model), F↵(q) = h0|O↵(q)|0i is the elastic form fac-
tor, and in the electromagnetic operators O↵(q) the de-

pendence on the energy transfer ! has been removed
by dividing the current j↵(q,!) by Gp

E
(q,!) [15]. The

calculation of this matrix element is then carried out
with GFMC methods [11] similar to those used in pro-
jecting out the exact ground state of H from a trial
state [28]. It proceeds in two steps. First, an un-
constrained imaginary-time propagation of the state |0i
is performed and saved. Next, the states O↵(q)|0i
are evolved in imaginary time following the path pre-
viously saved. During this latter imaginary-time evolu-
tion, scalar products of exp [�(H�E0) ⌧i]O↵(q)|0i with
O↵(q)|0i are evaluated on a grid of ⌧i values, and from
these scalar products estimates for E↵(q, ⌧i) are obtained
(a complete discussion of the methods is in Refs. [11, 29]).
Following Ref. [15] (see also extended material submit-

ted in support of that publication), we have exploited
maximum entropy techniques [13, 14] to perform the an-
alytic continuation of the Euclidean response function—
corresponding to the inversion of the Laplace transform
of Eq. (2). However, we have improved on the inver-
sion procedure described in [15] in order to better prop-
agate the statistical errors associated with E↵(q, ⌧) into
R↵(q,!). Specifically, the smallest possible value for pa-
rameter ↵ (see Ref. [15]) has been chosen to perform a
first inversion of the Laplace transform, which is then in-
dependent on the prior. The resulting response function
R(0) is the one whose Laplace transform E(0) is the clos-
est to the original average GFMC Euclidean response.
Then, N = 100 Euclidean response functions are sam-
pled from a multivariate gaussian distribution, with mean
value E(0) and covariance estimated from the original set
of GFMC Euclidean responses. The corresponding re-
sponse functions, obtained using the so called “historic
maximum entropy” technique, are used to estimate the
mean value and the variance of the final inverted response
function.

q (MeV/c) 2+ 0+ 4+

300 0.1286 0.0311 0.0060
380 0.0745 0.0051 0.0075
570 0.0064 0.0046 0.0037

TABLE I. Measured longitudinal transition form factors, de-
fined as hf |OL(q)|0i/Z, to the f =2+, 0+ (Hoyle), and 4+
states in 12C. Experimental data are from Refs. [30–32], and
have been divided by the proton electric form factorGp

E(q,!f )
with !f = Ef � E0.

We now proceed to address the issue alluded to earlier.
The low-lying spectrum of 12C consists of J⇡ =2+, 0+

(Hoyle), and 4+ states with excitation energies E?

f
� E0

experimentally known to be, respectively, 4.44, 7.65, and
14.08 in MeV units [33]. The contributions of these states
to the quasi-elastic longitudinal and transverse response
functions extracted from inclusive (e, e0) cross section
measurements are not included. Therefore, before com-

2

to self-consistently account for nucleon and nuclear struc-
ture [24, 25], leads to a reduction of the proton elec-
tric form factor, and, as a consequence, to a significant
quenching of the longitudinal response function of nu-
clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
transverse response or the momentum-transfer depen-
dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
also be noted that medium modifications are not an in-
evitable consequence of the quark substructure of the nu-
cleon. For example, a study of the two-nucleon problem
in a flux-tube model of six quarks interacting via single
gluon and pion exchanges [26] indicates that the nucle-
ons retain their individual identities down to very short
separations, with little distortion of their substructures.

Figures 1–2, showing a comparison between the exper-
imental and theoretical RL(q,!) and RT (q,!) for mo-
mentum transfer values in the range 300–570 MeV/c,
immediately lead to the main conclusions of the present
work: (i) the dynamical approach outlined above (with
free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in excellent
agreement with experiment in both the longitudinal and
transverse channels; (ii) as illustrated by the di↵erence
between the plane-wave-impulse-approximation (PWIA)
and GFMC one-body-current predictions (curves labeled
PWIA and GFMC-O1b), correlations and interaction ef-
fects in the final states redistribute strength from the
quasi-elastic peak to the threshold and high-energy trans-
fer regions; and (iii) while the contributions from two-
body charge operators tend to slightly reduce RL(q,!)
in the threshold region, those from two-body currents
generate a large excess of strength in RT (q,!) over
the whole !-spectrum (curves labeled GFMC-O1b and
GFMC-O1b+2b), thus o↵setting the quenching noted in
(ii) in the quasi-elastic peak.

As a result of the present study, a consistent picture
of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced
by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
only di↵er in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.

sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
X

f

hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E0) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E0 and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform

 Two-body currents generate additional strength in over the whole quasi-elastic region

 Correlations redistribute strength from the quasi-elastic peak to high-energy transfer regions 
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to self-consistently account for nucleon and nuclear struc-
ture [24, 25], leads to a reduction of the proton elec-
tric form factor, and, as a consequence, to a significant
quenching of the longitudinal response function of nu-
clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
transverse response or the momentum-transfer depen-
dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
also be noted that medium modifications are not an in-
evitable consequence of the quark substructure of the nu-
cleon. For example, a study of the two-nucleon problem
in a flux-tube model of six quarks interacting via single
gluon and pion exchanges [26] indicates that the nucle-
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separations, with little distortion of their substructures.
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free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in excellent
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between the plane-wave-impulse-approximation (PWIA)
and GFMC one-body-current predictions (curves labeled
PWIA and GFMC-O1b), correlations and interaction ef-
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fer regions; and (iii) while the contributions from two-
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in the threshold region, those from two-body currents
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the whole !-spectrum (curves labeled GFMC-O1b and
GFMC-O1b+2b), thus o↵setting the quenching noted in
(ii) in the quasi-elastic peak.

As a result of the present study, a consistent picture
of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced
by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
only di↵er in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
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sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
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hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E0) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E0 and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform
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• The axial form-factor has been fit to the dipole form

FA(q
2) =

gA
(1� q2/m2

A)
2

• Different values of mA from experiments
• mA =1.02 GeV q.e. scattering from deuterium
• mA =1.35 GeV @ MiniBooNE

• Alternative derivation based on z-expansion 
—model independent parametrization

A.S.Meyer et al, Phys.Rev.D 93 (2016) 11, 113015

• The intercept gA=-1.2723 is known from neutron 
β decay

T. KITAGAKI et al. 28

2.0

E
1.2-

"P~

CL+ 0.8-

ANL (Ref. 2)
BVL (Rei. a)
This exp.

milab 15-ft deuterium-filled bubble chamber to a wide-
band neutrino beam. A total of 362 quasielastic events
were found in the 16.7-m fiducial volume, from the
analysis of 96% of the total exposure. In the dipole
parametrization of the axial-vector form factor of the nu-
cleon, we measured the axial-vector mass to be
Mz ——1.05+o &6 GeV, which is consistent with the previous
low-energy measurements. A search for an energy depen-
dence of M~ showed no clear energy dependence„support-
ing the assumptions and the V—2 formulation used for
the quasielastic reaction in our energy range (5—200 GeV).
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where ni is the number of events in the ith bin, and µi is
the theory prediction (7) for the bin. Errors correspond
to changes of 1.0 in the �2LL function.

Because we do not use an unbinned likelihood fit, we
do not expect precise agreement even when the original
choices of constants in Table I are used. Comparing the
first two columns of Table II, the size of the resulting sta-
tistical uncertainties are approximately equal, and only
FNAL shows a discrepancy in central value. A similar
exercise was performed in Refs. [66, 74, 75], and similar
results were obtained. Having reproduced the original
analyses to the extent possible, we will proceed with the
updated constants as in the final column of Table I.

III. z EXPANSION ANALYSIS

The dipole assumption (9) on the axial form factor
shape represents an unquantified systematic error. We
now remove this assumption, enforcing only the known
analytic structure that the form factor inherits from
QCD. We investigate the constraints from deuterium
data in this more general framework. A similar analysis
may be performed using future lattice QCD calculations
in place of deuterium data.

A. z expansion formalism

The axial form factor obeys the dispersion relation,

FA(q
2) =

1

⇡

Z 1

tcut

dt0
ImFA(t0 + i0)

t0 � q2
, (11)

where tcut = 9m2
⇡ represents the leading three-pion

threshold for states that can be produced by the axial
current. The presence of singularities along the posi-
tive real axis implies that a simple Taylor expansion of
the form factor in the variable q2 does not converge for
|q2| � 9m2

⇡ ⇡ 0.18GeV2. Consider the new variable ob-
tained by mapping the domain of analyticity onto the
unit circle [31],

z(q2, tcut, t0) =

p
tcut � q2 �

p
tcut � t0p

tcut � q2 +
p
tcut � t0

, (12)

where t0, with �1 < t0 < tcut, is an arbitrary number
that may be chosen for convenience. In terms of the new
variable we may write a convergent expansion,

FA(q
2) =

kmaxX

k=0

akz(q
2)k , (13)

where the expansion coe�cients ak are dimensionless
numbers encoding nucleon structure information.

In any given experiment, the finite range of Q2 implies
a maximal range for |z| that is less than unity. We denote

TABLE III. Maximum value of |z| for di↵erent Q2 ranges
and choices of t0. t

optimal
0 is defined in Eq. (14).

Q2
max [GeV2] t0 |z|max

1.0 0 0.44

3.0 0 0.62

1.0 toptimal
0 (1.0GeV2) = �0.28GeV2 0.23

3.0 toptimal
0 (1.0GeV2) = �0.28GeV2 0.45

3.0 toptimal
0 (3.0GeV2) = �0.57GeV2 0.35

by toptimal
0 (Q2

max) the choice which minimizes the maxi-
mum size of |z| in the range �Q2

max  q2  0. Explicitly,

toptimal
0 (Q2) = tcut(1�

p
1 +Q2

max/tcut) . (14)

Table III displays |z|max for several choices of Q2
max and

t0.
The choice of t0 can be optimized for various applica-

tions. We have in mind applications with data concen-
trated below Q2 = 1GeV2, and therefore take as default
choice,

t̄0 = toptimal
0 (1GeV2) ⇡ �0.28GeV2 , (15)

minimizing the number of parameters that are necessary
to describe data in this region. Inspection of Table III
shows that the form factor expressed as FA(z) becomes
approximately linear. For example, taking |z|max = 0.23
implies that quadratic, cubic, and quartic terms enter at
the level of ⇠ 5%, 1% and 0.3%.
The asymptotic scaling prediction from perturbative

QCD [76], FA ⇠ Q�4, implies the series of four sum
rules [35]

1X

k=n

k(k � 1) · · · (k � n+ 1)ak = 0 , n = 0, 1, 2, 3 .

(16)

We enforce the sum rules (16) on the coe�cients, en-
suring that the form factor falls smoothly to zero at
large Q2. Together with the Q2 = 0 constraint, this
leaves Na = kmax � 4 free parameters in Eq. (13). From
Eq. (16), it can be shown [35] that the coe�cients behave
as ak ⇠ k�4 at large k. We remark that the dipole ansatz
(9) implies the coe�cient scaling law |ak| ⇠ k at large k,
in conflict with perturbative QCD.
In addition to the sum rules, an examination of explicit

spectral functions and scattering data [31] motivates the
bound of

|ak/a0|  5. (17)

As noted above, from Eq. (16), the coe�cients behave as
ak ⇠ k�4 at large k. We invoke a fallo↵ of the coe�cients
at higher order in k,

|ak/a0|  25/k , k > 5. (18)
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 1, but with Q2  1GeV2. These fits
correspond to the Na = 4 z expansion in Table V.
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FIG. 6. Di↵erential scattering cross sections for neutrino-
deuteron scattering at 1GeV neutrino energy, employing dif-
ferent nuclear models. The solid (red) curve is the free-
neutron result. The dashed (blue) curve is obtained from
the free-neutron result using the model from Ref. [65], as in
the original deuterium analyses. The top dot-dashed (black)
curve is extracted at E⌫ = 1GeV from Ref. [70]. The charged
lepton mass is neglected in this plot.

ANL : [ā1, �2LL] =

(
[2.29(14), 30.5] (without)

[2.38(14), 26.3] (with)
,

FNAL : [ā1, �2LL] =

(
[1.88(25), 8.2] (without)

[1.88(25), 8.2] (with)
.

(29)

The parameter ⌘ takes on values of�1.9, �1.0, and +0.01
for data from ANL1982, BNL1981, and FNAL1983 re-
spectively; the negative values indicate a pull to decrease
the predicted cross section to match the data. In each
case there is only modest improvement in the fit quality,
and small impact on the form factor shape. Acceptance
corrections within the quoted range have only minor im-
pact.

C. Deuteron corrections

The analysis to this point, like the original analyses,
used the deuteron correction model R(Q2) of Singh [65].
This model yields a suppression of the cross section for
Q2 < 0.16 GeV2.11 An example of a modern calculation

11
A follow-up analysis [80] considers e↵ects of meson exchange cur-

rents and alternate deuteron wave functions, with a total result

very similar to Ref. [65].

Bhattacharya, Hill, and Paz  PRD 84 (2011) 073006
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FIG. 2. The nucleon axial form factor FA(Q
2) determined us-

ing fits to neutrino-deuteron scattering data using the model-
independent z expansion from Ref. [65] (D2 Meyer et al.)
are shown as a blue band in the top panel. LQCD results
are shown for comparison from Ref. [30] (LQCD Bali et al.,
green), Ref. [34] (LQCD Park et al., red) and Ref. [35] (LQCD
Djukanovic et al., purple). Bands show combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties in all cases, see the main text
for more details. A dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0
GeV and a 1.4% uncertainty [107] is also shown for compari-
son (black). The lower panel shows the absolute value of the
di↵erence between D2 Meyer et al. and LQCD Bali et al.
results divided by their uncertainties added in quadrature,
denoted �FA/�; very similar results are obtained using the
other LQCD results.

factor results determined from experimental neutrino-
deuteron scattering data in Ref. [65]. Fits were performed
using results with Q

2
 1 GeV2 in Refs. [30, 34, 65] and

with Q
2
 0.7 GeV2 in Ref. [35] with the parameteri-

zation provided by the z expansion used to extrapolate
form factor results to larger Q

2. Clear agreement be-
tween di↵erent LQCD calculations can be seen. However,
the LQCD axial form factor results are 2-3� larger than
the results of Ref. [65] for Q

2 & 0.3 GeV2. The e↵ects of
this form factor tension on neutrino-nucleus cross section
predictions is studied using nuclear many-body calcula-
tions with the GFMC and SF methods in Sec. IV below.
The LQCD results of Refs. [30, 34] lead to nearly in-
distinguishable cross-section results that will be denoted
“LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.” or “LQCD” below and
used for comparison with the deuterium bubble-chamber
analysis of Ref. [65], denoted “D2 Meyer et al.” or “D2”
below.

IV. FLUX-AVERAGED CROSS SECTION
RESULTS

To evaluate both the nuclear model and nucleon axial
form factor dependence of neutrino-nucleus cross-section
predictions and their agreement with data, the GFMC
and spectral function methods are used to predict flux-
averaged cross sections that can be compared with data
from the T2K and MiniBooNE experiments. The Mini-
BooNE data for this comparison is a double di↵eren-
tial CCQE measurement where the main CC1⇡+ back-
ground has been subtracted using a tuned model [13],
and the T2K data is a double di↵erential CC0⇡ measure-
ment [114]. Muon neutrino flux-averaged cross sections
were calculated from

d�

dTµd cos ✓µ

=

Z
dE⌫�(E⌫)

d�(E⌫)

dTµd cos ✓µ

, (43)

where �(E⌫) are the normalized ⌫µ fluxes from Mini-
BooNE and T2K. Details on the neutrino fluxes for
each experiment can be found in the references above.

d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

are the corresponding inclusive cross sections

computed using the GFMC and SF methods as described
in Sec. II.

The fractional contribution of the axial form factor
to the one-body piece of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged
cross section is determined by including only pure axial
and axial-vector interference terms in the cross section
and shown in Fig. 3. These pure axial and axial-vector
interference terms account for half or more of the to-
tal one-body cross section for most Tµ and cos ✓µ, which
emphasizes the need for an accurate determination of the
nucleon axial form factor.

Figures 4 and 5 show the GFMC and SF predictions for
MiniBooNE and T2K, respectively, including the break-
down into one-body and two-body contributions. For
these comparisons we use the D2 Meyer et al. z expan-
sion for FA. Two features of the calculations should be
noted before discussing the results of these comparisons.
First, the uncertainty bands in the SF come only from the
axial form factor, while the GFMC error bands include
axial form factor uncertainties as well as a combination
of GFMC statistical errors and uncertainties associated
with the maximum-entropy inversion. Secondly, the axial
form factor enters into the SF only in the one-body term,
in contrast to the GFMC prediction where it enters into
both the one-body and one and two-body interference
term.

Below in Table I we quantify the di↵erences between
GFMC and SF predictions for both MiniBooNE and
T2K. The percent di↵erence in the di↵erential cross sec-
tions at each model’s peak are shown. The GFMC predic-
tions are up to 20% larger in backwards angle regions for
MiniBooNE and 13% larger for T2K in the same back-
ward region. The agreement between GFMC and SF
predictions is better at more forward angles but a 5-10%
di↵erence persists.
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FIG. 2. The nucleon axial form factor FA(Q
2) determined us-

ing fits to neutrino-deuteron scattering data using the model-
independent z expansion from Ref. [65] (D2 Meyer et al.)
are shown as a blue band in the top panel. LQCD results
are shown for comparison from Ref. [30] (LQCD Bali et al.,
green), Ref. [34] (LQCD Park et al., red) and Ref. [35] (LQCD
Djukanovic et al., purple). Bands show combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties in all cases, see the main text
for more details. A dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0
GeV and a 1.4% uncertainty [107] is also shown for compari-
son (black). The lower panel shows the absolute value of the
di↵erence between D2 Meyer et al. and LQCD Bali et al.
results divided by their uncertainties added in quadrature,
denoted �FA/�; very similar results are obtained using the
other LQCD results.

factor results determined from experimental neutrino-
deuteron scattering data in Ref. [65]. Fits were performed
using results with Q
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 1 GeV2 in Refs. [30, 34, 65] and

with Q
2
 0.7 GeV2 in Ref. [35] with the parameteri-

zation provided by the z expansion used to extrapolate
form factor results to larger Q

2. Clear agreement be-
tween di↵erent LQCD calculations can be seen. However,
the LQCD axial form factor results are 2-3� larger than
the results of Ref. [65] for Q

2 & 0.3 GeV2. The e↵ects of
this form factor tension on neutrino-nucleus cross section
predictions is studied using nuclear many-body calcula-
tions with the GFMC and SF methods in Sec. IV below.
The LQCD results of Refs. [30, 34] lead to nearly in-
distinguishable cross-section results that will be denoted
“LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.” or “LQCD” below and
used for comparison with the deuterium bubble-chamber
analysis of Ref. [65], denoted “D2 Meyer et al.” or “D2”
below.

IV. FLUX-AVERAGED CROSS SECTION
RESULTS

To evaluate both the nuclear model and nucleon axial
form factor dependence of neutrino-nucleus cross-section
predictions and their agreement with data, the GFMC
and spectral function methods are used to predict flux-
averaged cross sections that can be compared with data
from the T2K and MiniBooNE experiments. The Mini-
BooNE data for this comparison is a double di↵eren-
tial CCQE measurement where the main CC1⇡+ back-
ground has been subtracted using a tuned model [13],
and the T2K data is a double di↵erential CC0⇡ measure-
ment [114]. Muon neutrino flux-averaged cross sections
were calculated from

d�

dTµd cos ✓µ

=

Z
dE⌫�(E⌫)

d�(E⌫)

dTµd cos ✓µ

, (43)

where �(E⌫) are the normalized ⌫µ fluxes from Mini-
BooNE and T2K. Details on the neutrino fluxes for
each experiment can be found in the references above.

d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

are the corresponding inclusive cross sections

computed using the GFMC and SF methods as described
in Sec. II.

The fractional contribution of the axial form factor
to the one-body piece of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged
cross section is determined by including only pure axial
and axial-vector interference terms in the cross section
and shown in Fig. 3. These pure axial and axial-vector
interference terms account for half or more of the to-
tal one-body cross section for most Tµ and cos ✓µ, which
emphasizes the need for an accurate determination of the
nucleon axial form factor.

Figures 4 and 5 show the GFMC and SF predictions for
MiniBooNE and T2K, respectively, including the break-
down into one-body and two-body contributions. For
these comparisons we use the D2 Meyer et al. z expan-
sion for FA. Two features of the calculations should be
noted before discussing the results of these comparisons.
First, the uncertainty bands in the SF come only from the
axial form factor, while the GFMC error bands include
axial form factor uncertainties as well as a combination
of GFMC statistical errors and uncertainties associated
with the maximum-entropy inversion. Secondly, the axial
form factor enters into the SF only in the one-body term,
in contrast to the GFMC prediction where it enters into
both the one-body and one and two-body interference
term.

Below in Table I we quantify the di↵erences between
GFMC and SF predictions for both MiniBooNE and
T2K. The percent di↵erence in the di↵erential cross sec-
tions at each model’s peak are shown. The GFMC predic-
tions are up to 20% larger in backwards angle regions for
MiniBooNE and 13% larger for T2K in the same back-
ward region. The agreement between GFMC and SF
predictions is better at more forward angles but a 5-10%
di↵erence persists.
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Figure 1. (Left) Comparison of the nucleon axial-vector form factor GA

�
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as a function of the momentum

transfer squared Q2 obtained from (i) fit to the deuterium bubble-chamber data [27] shown by blue solid lines with error band;
(ii) fit to recent MINERvA antineutrino-hydrogen data [28], shown by black dashed lines and turquoise error band; and (iii)
lattice QCD result obtained by the PNDME Collaboration [29] shown by red dotted lines. (Right) A comparison of LQCD
axial-vector form factors from various collaborations labeled RQCD 19 [31], ETMC 21 [32], NME 22 [33], Mainz 22 [34], and
PNDME 23 [29]. The ⌫D [27] band is the same as the deuterium fit shown in the left panel.

contributions from all excited states that couple to,
and are thus created, by the interpolating opera-
tors used. This problem can be severe for nucleons
especially if towers of multihadron states, starting
with the N⇡ states that have mass gaps starting
at ⇡ 1200 MeV (much smaller than the N(1440)
radial excitation) as M⇡ ! 135 MeV, make large
contributions. This has been shown to be the case
for the axial channel [35]. The PNDME calculation
includes a detailed analysis to remove contributions
of such excited states.

• Satisfying, to within the expected size of discretiza-
tion errors, the partially conserved axial current
(PCAC) relation between the three form factors,
axial FA(Q2), induced pseudoscalar FP (Q2), and
pseudoscalarGP (Q2), obtained after removing con-
tributions from N⇡ excited states. Since the lat-
tice correlation functions automatically satisfy the
PCAC relation, this is a check of the decomposi-
tion into form factors that relies on the absence
of transition matrix elements to excited states. It
is a necessary requirement that must be satisfied
by all LQCD calculations of the three form fac-
tors. Note that PNDME paper uses the notation
GA(Q2) ⌘ �FA(Q2) and eGP (Q2) ⌘ �FP (Q2)/2.

• The data for FA(Q2)|{a,M⇡,M⇡L} obtained at dis-
crete values of Q2 on each of the thirteen ensem-
bles is well-fitted using the model-independent z-
expansion. The lattice size L is in units of M⇡.

• Extrapolation of the thirteen FA(Q2)|{a,M⇡,M⇡L}

to get the form factor at the physical point, a = 0
and M⇡ = 135 MeV, is carried out for eleven
equally spaced values of Q2 between 0–1 GeV2 us-
ing the leading-order corrections in {a,M⇡,M⇡L}.
This full analysis is done within a single overall
bootstrap process and the reasonableness of the re-
sulting error estimates are discussed. The finite-
volume artifacts are found to be small forM⇡L & 4,
which holds for all but two ensembles.

• All fits to FA(Q2) are presented using the z2 trun-
cation of the z-expansion. Results with z3 trun-
cation give essentially the same values, indicating
convergence. The z2 results were chosen to avoid
overparameterization as defined by the Akaike In-
formation Criterion (AIC) [36].

Raw lattice data with reliable error estimates are avail-
able at discrete values of Q2 over a limited range of mo-
mentum transfer, 0 < Q2 . 1 GeV2. As shown below,
for the calculation of the cross section outside this range,
a robust parameterization of the form factor is needed
to connect to the 1/Q4 behavior (with possible logarith-
mic corrections) expected at large Q2 [37, 38]. This is
typically done by enforcing sum rules [39]. This has not
been done in the PNDME analysis [29]. It is, there-
fore, reasonable to make comparisons of the lattice and
the experimental determinations for the (anti)neutrino-
nucleon charged-current elastic cross sections for di↵er-
ential distributions only at Q2 . Q2

max ⇡ 1 GeV2.
For inclusive cross sections with (anti)neutrino energy

E⌫ . M
�
⌧max + r2`

� ⇣
1 +

p
1 + 1/⌧max

⌘
⇡ 0.84 GeV,
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measurements 

1-2σ agreement with MINERvA data and 
LQCD prediction by PNDME Collaboration 

Novel methods are needed to remove excited-
state contributions and discretization errors
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MiniBooNE 0.2 < cos ✓µ < 0.3 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.8 < cos ✓µ < 0.9
SF Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 16.3 17.1 9.3

GFMC Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 18.6 17.1 12.2

T2K 0.0 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.80 < cos ✓µ < 0.85 0.94 < cos ✓µ < 0.98
SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.3 8.2 3.3

GFMC di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.8 8.0 4.6

TABLE II. Percent increase in d�
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak between predictions using LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.

z expansion versus D2 Meyer et al. z expansion nucleon axial form factor results.

FIG. 7. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for MiniBooNE. The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in
three bins of cos ✓µ with the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion FA in blue, as well as the LQCD Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion
FA in green. The dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0 GeV is shown without uncertainties as a black line. The lower
panel shows GFMC predictions using the same set of axial form factors, although in the GFMC case systematic uncertainties
including those arising from inversion of the Euclidean response functions are included in all results and the MA = 1.0 GeV
dipole form factor results are therefore shown as a black band.

dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
parameterizations of C

A

5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion. One can see that

the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
the cross section across the whole phase space, with sig-
nificantly more enhancement in the bins of low cos ✓µ

corresponding to backward angles and higher Q
2. This

is quantified in Table II, which shows the percentage dif-
ference in the peak values of d�

dTµd cos ✓µ
for the LQCD

and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.

To investigate the sensitivity of the flux-averaged dif-
ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
tor, derivatives of the MiniBooNE cross section with re-
spect to the model-independent z expansion parameters
ak are computed as described in Sec. III A. Figure 9
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dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
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5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
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the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
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2. This
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and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.
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ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
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FIG. 8. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for T2K. Details are as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Percent change in peak value of MiniBooNE flux-averaged cross section for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 vs. percent change in
the z expansion parameters ak. Results are shown for predictions using SF (black) and GFMC (blue) methods, including the
slopes extracted from linear fits.

shows the percent di↵erences in flux-averaged cross sec-
tions evaluated at the quasielastic peak that have been
computed using both GFMC and SF methods after in-
dependently varying each ak by ±5, 10%. The slopes of
the resulting linear fits provide model-independent deter-
minations of the sensitivity of the peak cross section to
variations in FA. It is clear that the impact of varying

each ak decreases as k increases, as expected since the
contribution of each ak is suppressed by the k-th power
of z(Q2) < 1. In particular, a 10% change in a0 results
in a 10% change to the peak cross section, while a 10%
change in a1 results in a 1% change in the peak cross
section, and 10% variation of ak with k � 2 leads to
sub-percent changes in the peak cross section. It is note-
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TABLE II. Percent increase in d�
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak between predictions using LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.

z expansion versus D2 Meyer et al. z expansion nucleon axial form factor results.

FIG. 7. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for MiniBooNE. The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in
three bins of cos ✓µ with the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion FA in blue, as well as the LQCD Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion
FA in green. The dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0 GeV is shown without uncertainties as a black line. The lower
panel shows GFMC predictions using the same set of axial form factors, although in the GFMC case systematic uncertainties
including those arising from inversion of the Euclidean response functions are included in all results and the MA = 1.0 GeV
dipole form factor results are therefore shown as a black band.

dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
parameterizations of C

A

5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion. One can see that

the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
the cross section across the whole phase space, with sig-
nificantly more enhancement in the bins of low cos ✓µ

corresponding to backward angles and higher Q
2. This

is quantified in Table II, which shows the percentage dif-
ference in the peak values of d�

dTµd cos ✓µ
for the LQCD

and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.

To investigate the sensitivity of the flux-averaged dif-
ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
tor, derivatives of the MiniBooNE cross section with re-
spect to the model-independent z expansion parameters
ak are computed as described in Sec. III A. Figure 9
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Coupled Cluster Method
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Reference state Hartree Fock: | i Include correlations through   operatoreT

Similarity transformed Hamiltonian e
�T

He
T | i = H̄| i = E| i

Expansion in second quantization single + doubles: 


T =
X

tiaa
†
aai +

X
tijaba

†
aa

†
baiaj + . . .

Polynomial scaling with the number of 
nucleons (predictions for 132Sn and 208Pb)

Electroweak response functions obtained 
using LIT

K�(!,�) =
1

⇡

�

�2 + (! � �)2

Longitudinal response 40Ca

40Ca

JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; PRL 127 (2021) 7, 072501

First ab-initio results for 
many-body system of  

40 nucleons

40Ca

13

✓ CC singles & doubles 
✓ varying underlying harmonic 

oscillator frequency 
✓ two di!erent chiral Hamiltonians 
✓ inversion procedure

Lorentz Integral Transform + Coupled Cluster

JES, B. Acharya, S. Bacca, G. Hagen; PRL 127 (2021) 7, 072501  
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Motivation: GeV neutrino reaction

T2K Eν ∼ 0.6± 0.2(GeV )

Dune 2± 2

atmospheric(MH) a few ∼ 10

W(GeV)
Q
2
(G
eV
^2
)

1 1.5 2

1

2

3

4

5

2.5
0

3GeV

2GeV

1GeV

DIS

RES

W =
√

(p+ q)2, Q2 = −q2 = −(pν − pl)2

T. Sato (Osaka U.) Meson Production Oct. 2019, NuSTEC Workshop 3 / 40

Address new experimental capabilities
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A. Papadopoulou W&C seminar June 2023

T.Sato talks @ NuSTEC Workshop on Neutrino-Nucleus 
Pion Production in the Resonance Region

• Excellent spatial resolution

• Precise calorimetric information

• Powerful particle identification
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Factorization Based Approaches
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!Energy transfer!e ⇠
q2

2m

d�

QE

RES

DIS

 Factorization of the hadronic final states: 
allows to tackle exclusive channels + higher 
energies relevant for DUNE

Meson Exchange
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Short-Time Approximation

21

Response functions are given by the scattering from pairs of fully 
interacting nucleons that propagate into a correlated pair of 
nucleons

The sum over all final states is replaced by a two nucleon propagator


Provides “more” exclusive information in terms of 
nucleon-pair kinematics via the Response Densities as 
functions of (E,e)

Lorenzo Andreoli

9

Short-time approximation
Quasielastic inclusive scattering cross sections are expressed in terms of response 
functions

Response functions

The sum over all final 
states is replaced by a 
two nucleon propagator

Pastore et al. PRC101(2020)044612

Lorenzo Andreoli

12

Transverse response density

Pastore et al. PRC101(2020)044612

Electron scattering from  in the STA: 

• Provides “more” exclusive information 
in terms of nucleon-pair kinematics via 
the Response Densities as functions of 
(E,e) 

• Give access to particular kinematics for 
the struck nucleon pair 

4He

4He

Pastore et al. PRC101(2020)044612

L. Andreoli, NR, et al. PRC 105, 014002 (2022)
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Spectral function approach 
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At large momentum transfer, the scattering reduces to the sum of individual terms

The incoherent contribution of the one-body response reads

J↵ =
X

i

ji↵ | f i ! |pi ⌦ | f iA�1

| 0i | f iA�1

|pi

NR, Frontiers in Phys. 8 (2020) 116 

FACTORIZATION SCHEME
At large momentum transfer, the scattering reduces to the sum of individual terms

Jµ !
X

i

jµi | A
f i ! |pi ⌦ | A�1

f i
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Ef = EA�1
f + e(p)
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The incoherent contribution of the one-body response reads

R↵� '
Z

d3k

(2⇡)3
dEPh(k, E)

X

i

hk|ji↵
†|k + qihk + q|ji� |ki�(! + E � e(k+ q))
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'<latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">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</latexit> 2

<latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">AAACb3icbVFNa9tAEF2rSeu6aZs0hxwCYYkJpJcghUJzNOklxwTiD7CEWa3G9uL9ELujBCP0C3JNflx/Rv5BVrIPtdOBhceb93izM2kuhcMw/NsKPuzsfvzU/tz5svf12/f9gx8DZwrLoc+NNHaUMgdSaOijQAmj3AJTqYRhuvhT94cPYJ0w+h6XOSSKzbSYCs7QU3eXk/1ueBE2Rd+DaA26ZF23k4PWKM4MLxRo5JI5N47CHJOSWRRcQtWJCwc54ws2g7GHmilwSdlMWtEzz2R0aqx/GmnD/usomXJuqVKvVAznbrtXk//rjQucXiWl0HmBoPkqaFpIiobW36aZsMBRLj1g3Ao/K+VzZhlHv5yNlBnoZoINsg5EY6SrOp1YwyM3SjGdlXH6ALwaR4lHRma10UhadqOq2tLNGTa6TWHs6ZXcG/wtou3NvweDy4vI47tf3d71+iptckxOyTmJyG/SIzfklvQJJ0CeyDN5ab0GR8FJQFfSoLX2HJKNCn6+ASfgvxs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">AAACb3icbVFNa9tAEF2rSeu6aZs0hxwCYYkJpJcghUJzNOklxwTiD7CEWa3G9uL9ELujBCP0C3JNflx/Rv5BVrIPtdOBhceb93izM2kuhcMw/NsKPuzsfvzU/tz5svf12/f9gx8DZwrLoc+NNHaUMgdSaOijQAmj3AJTqYRhuvhT94cPYJ0w+h6XOSSKzbSYCs7QU3eXk/1ueBE2Rd+DaA26ZF23k4PWKM4MLxRo5JI5N47CHJOSWRRcQtWJCwc54ws2g7GHmilwSdlMWtEzz2R0aqx/GmnD/usomXJuqVKvVAznbrtXk//rjQucXiWl0HmBoPkqaFpIiobW36aZsMBRLj1g3Ao/K+VzZhlHv5yNlBnoZoINsg5EY6SrOp1YwyM3SjGdlXH6ALwaR4lHRma10UhadqOq2tLNGTa6TWHs6ZXcG/wtou3NvweDy4vI47tf3d71+iptckxOyTmJyG/SIzfklvQJJ0CeyDN5ab0GR8FJQFfSoLX2HJKNCn6+ASfgvxs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xxarQaFIWRysLrEliq9gOiS+jsY=">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</latexit>

We include excitations of the A-1 final state with two nucleons in the continuum

=<latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit> +
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+Gw8HOI8N1kYK0B4XBu81Ox1rE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+Gw8HOI8N1kYK0B4XBu81Ox1rE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+Gw8HOI8N1kYK0B4XBu81Ox1rE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z+Gw8HOI8N1kYK0B4XBu81Ox1rE=">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</latexit>
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The Spectral Function is the imaginary part 
of the two point Green’s Function

I. Korover, et al Phys.Rev.C 107 (2023) 6, L061301 

Different many-body methods can be 
adopted to determine it

L. Andreoli, NR, et al. PRC 105, 014002 (2022)
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|fi ! |pp0ia ⌦ |fA�2i

The hadronic tensor for two-body current 
factorizes as

Rµ⌫
2b (q,!) /

Z
dEd3kd3k0P2b(k,k

0, E)

⇥d3pd3p0|hkk0|jµ2b|pp
0i|2

Production of real π in the final state

|fi ! |p⇡pi ⌦ |fA�1i

Rµ⌫
1b⇡(q,!) /

Z
dEd3kP1b(k, E)

⇥d3pd3k⇡|hk|jµ|pk⇡i|2

 Pion production elementary amplitudes 
currently derived within the extremely 
sophisticated Dynamic Couple Chanel 
approach; 

Spectral function approach 
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MiniBooNE 0.2 < cos ✓µ < 0.3 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.8 < cos ✓µ < 0.9
SF Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 16.3 17.1 9.3

GFMC Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 18.6 17.1 12.2

T2K 0.0 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.80 < cos ✓µ < 0.85 0.94 < cos ✓µ < 0.98
SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.3 8.2 3.3

GFMC di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.8 8.0 4.6

TABLE II. Percent increase in d�
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak between predictions using LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.

z expansion versus D2 Meyer et al. z expansion nucleon axial form factor results.

FIG. 7. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for MiniBooNE. The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in
three bins of cos ✓µ with the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion FA in blue, as well as the LQCD Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion
FA in green. The dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0 GeV is shown without uncertainties as a black line. The lower
panel shows GFMC predictions using the same set of axial form factors, although in the GFMC case systematic uncertainties
including those arising from inversion of the Euclidean response functions are included in all results and the MA = 1.0 GeV
dipole form factor results are therefore shown as a black band.

dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
parameterizations of C

A

5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion. One can see that

the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
the cross section across the whole phase space, with sig-
nificantly more enhancement in the bins of low cos ✓µ

corresponding to backward angles and higher Q
2. This

is quantified in Table II, which shows the percentage dif-
ference in the peak values of d�

dTµd cos ✓µ
for the LQCD

and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.

To investigate the sensitivity of the flux-averaged dif-
ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
tor, derivatives of the MiniBooNE cross section with re-
spect to the model-independent z expansion parameters
ak are computed as described in Sec. III A. Figure 9
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GFMC/SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 13.4 7.3 10.0

TABLE I. Di↵erence in value of d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak computed using GFMC and SF methods for MiniBooNE

and T2K flux-averaged double-di↵erential cross sections.

FIG. 4. Breakdown into one- and two-body current contributions of the ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for Mini-
BooNE: 1b and 2b denotes one- and two-body current contributions while 12b denotes the total sum of these contributions.
The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in three bins of cos ✓µ with the one-body contributions in orange, two-body
contributions in red, and the total in blue. The lower panel shows GFMC predictions with the same breakdown between one-
and two-body current contributions, although the two-body results include interference e↵ects only in the GFMC case. The
D2 Meyer et al. z expansion results for FA are used in both cases [65].

122] and pioneering LQCD calculations [118, 123], and
⇤R, which is a parameter that renormalizes the self en-
ergy of the �. These parameters have been chosen be-
cause they a↵ect the � piece of the two-body current,
which we have seen provides the largest contribution, as
well as because they are highly unconstrained.

contributions to neutrino-nucleus cross sections from C6 are sup-
pressed by lepton masses and therefore sub-dominant. A relation
between C6 and C5 analogous to Eq. (8) is also predicted by lead-
ing order chiral perturbation theory. See Refs. [85, 119] for more
details.

Each parameter was varied by ±5, 10% and the e↵ect
on the flux-averaged cross section at the peak of the two-
body contribution was computed. The e↵ect can be seen
in Fig. 6 where we have plotted the percent change in
the MiniBooNE cross section versus the percent change
in each parameter for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6, Tµ = 325 MeV.
This was fit to a line so that as in Sec. IIIA the ex-
tracted slope is an estimate of the derivative of the cross
section with respect to each parameter. The derivative
with respect to C

A

5 (0) is estimated to be 0.31, mean-
ing that achieving a given cross-section uncertainty re-
quires C

A

5 (0) to be known with . 3 times that uncer-
tainty. A similar though slightly smaller slope of 0.29 is
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Each parameter was varied by ±5, 10% and the e↵ect
on the flux-averaged cross section at the peak of the two-
body contribution was computed. The e↵ect can be seen
in Fig. 6 where we have plotted the percent change in
the MiniBooNE cross section versus the percent change
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✴Axial form factor dependence:

✴Many-body method dependence:
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✴Axial form factor dependence:

✴Many-body method dependence:
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FIG. 8. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for T2K. Details are as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Percent change in peak value of MiniBooNE flux-averaged cross section for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 vs. percent change in
the z expansion parameters ak. Results are shown for predictions using SF (black) and GFMC (blue) methods, including the
slopes extracted from linear fits.

shows the percent di↵erences in flux-averaged cross sec-
tions evaluated at the quasielastic peak that have been
computed using both GFMC and SF methods after in-
dependently varying each ak by ±5, 10%. The slopes of
the resulting linear fits provide model-independent deter-
minations of the sensitivity of the peak cross section to
variations in FA. It is clear that the impact of varying

each ak decreases as k increases, as expected since the
contribution of each ak is suppressed by the k-th power
of z(Q2) < 1. In particular, a 10% change in a0 results
in a 10% change to the peak cross section, while a 10%
change in a1 results in a 1% change in the peak cross
section, and 10% variation of ak with k � 2 leads to
sub-percent changes in the peak cross section. It is note-
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slopes extracted from linear fits.

shows the percent di↵erences in flux-averaged cross sec-
tions evaluated at the quasielastic peak that have been
computed using both GFMC and SF methods after in-
dependently varying each ak by ±5, 10%. The slopes of
the resulting linear fits provide model-independent deter-
minations of the sensitivity of the peak cross section to
variations in FA. It is clear that the impact of varying

each ak decreases as k increases, as expected since the
contribution of each ak is suppressed by the k-th power
of z(Q2) < 1. In particular, a 10% change in a0 results
in a 10% change to the peak cross section, while a 10%
change in a1 results in a 1% change in the peak cross
section, and 10% variation of ak with k � 2 leads to
sub-percent changes in the peak cross section. It is note-
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MiniBooNE 0.2 < cos ✓µ < 0.3 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.8 < cos ✓µ < 0.9
SF Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 16.3 17.1 9.3

GFMC Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 18.6 17.1 12.2

T2K 0.0 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.80 < cos ✓µ < 0.85 0.94 < cos ✓µ < 0.98
SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.3 8.2 3.3

GFMC di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.8 8.0 4.6

TABLE II. Percent increase in d�
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak between predictions using LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.

z expansion versus D2 Meyer et al. z expansion nucleon axial form factor results.

FIG. 7. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for MiniBooNE. The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in
three bins of cos ✓µ with the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion FA in blue, as well as the LQCD Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion
FA in green. The dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0 GeV is shown without uncertainties as a black line. The lower
panel shows GFMC predictions using the same set of axial form factors, although in the GFMC case systematic uncertainties
including those arising from inversion of the Euclidean response functions are included in all results and the MA = 1.0 GeV
dipole form factor results are therefore shown as a black band.

dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
parameterizations of C

A

5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion. One can see that

the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
the cross section across the whole phase space, with sig-
nificantly more enhancement in the bins of low cos ✓µ

corresponding to backward angles and higher Q
2. This

is quantified in Table II, which shows the percentage dif-
ference in the peak values of d�

dTµd cos ✓µ
for the LQCD

and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.

To investigate the sensitivity of the flux-averaged dif-
ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
tor, derivatives of the MiniBooNE cross section with re-
spect to the model-independent z expansion parameters
ak are computed as described in Sec. III A. Figure 9
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FIG. 5. Breakdown into one- and two-body current contributions of the ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for T2K.
The color code is as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Percent change in the value of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged cross section for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 vs. percent change in
two parameters describing � resonance production and decay entering calculations of two-body current (MEC) e↵ects: CA

5 (Q2)
is the dominant N ! � transition form factor, and ⇤R renormalizes the self energy of the � as described in Sec. II B.

found for ⇤R. Current extractions of C5(0) rely on single
pion production data from deuterium bubble chamber
experiments [10–12], and due to limited statistics model
assumptions on the relations between N ! � transition
form factors are typically included to reduce the number

of fit parameters. Depending on the model assumptions
used, the resulting uncertainty on C5(0) is estimated
to be 10-15% in the analysis of Ref. [122], with similar
though slightly less conservative uncertainties estimated
in Refs. [85, 121]. Note that all of these analysis assume a
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MiniBooNE 0.2 < cos ✓µ < 0.3 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.8 < cos ✓µ < 0.9
GFMC/SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 22.8 20.3 5.6

T2K 0.0 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.80 < cos ✓µ < 0.85 0.94 < cos ✓µ < 0.98
GFMC/SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 13.4 7.3 10.0

TABLE I. Di↵erence in value of d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak computed using GFMC and SF methods for MiniBooNE

and T2K flux-averaged double-di↵erential cross sections.

FIG. 4. Breakdown into one- and two-body current contributions of the ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for Mini-
BooNE: 1b and 2b denotes one- and two-body current contributions while 12b denotes the total sum of these contributions.
The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in three bins of cos ✓µ with the one-body contributions in orange, two-body
contributions in red, and the total in blue. The lower panel shows GFMC predictions with the same breakdown between one-
and two-body current contributions, although the two-body results include interference e↵ects only in the GFMC case. The
D2 Meyer et al. z expansion results for FA are used in both cases [65].

122] and pioneering LQCD calculations [118, 123], and
⇤R, which is a parameter that renormalizes the self en-
ergy of the �. These parameters have been chosen be-
cause they a↵ect the � piece of the two-body current,
which we have seen provides the largest contribution, as
well as because they are highly unconstrained.

contributions to neutrino-nucleus cross sections from C6 are sup-
pressed by lepton masses and therefore sub-dominant. A relation
between C6 and C5 analogous to Eq. (8) is also predicted by lead-
ing order chiral perturbation theory. See Refs. [85, 119] for more
details.

Each parameter was varied by ±5, 10% and the e↵ect
on the flux-averaged cross section at the peak of the two-
body contribution was computed. The e↵ect can be seen
in Fig. 6 where we have plotted the percent change in
the MiniBooNE cross section versus the percent change
in each parameter for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6, Tµ = 325 MeV.
This was fit to a line so that as in Sec. IIIA the ex-
tracted slope is an estimate of the derivative of the cross
section with respect to each parameter. The derivative
with respect to C

A

5 (0) is estimated to be 0.31, mean-
ing that achieving a given cross-section uncertainty re-
quires C

A

5 (0) to be known with . 3 times that uncer-
tainty. A similar though slightly smaller slope of 0.29 is

D.Simons, N. Steinberg et al, 2210.02455
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams describing of the first two contri-
butions to the two-body currents associated with�-excitation
processes. Solid, thick green, and dashed lines correspond to
nucleons, deltas, pions, respectively. The wavy line represents
the vector boson.
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where k
0 and p

0 are the initial and final momentum of
the second nucleon, respectively, while k

0
⇡

= p
0
� k

0 is
the momentum of the ⇡ exchanged in the two depicted
diagrams of Fig. 1, f
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with ⇤⇡N� = 1150 MeV and ⇤⇡ = 1300 MeV. The term
⌧± = (⌧x±i⌧y)/2 is the isospin raising/lowering operator.
In Eq. (16), j

µ

a
and j

µ

b
denote the N ! � transition

vertices of diagram (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, respectively.
The expression of j
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j

µ

b
; more details are

reported in Ref. [23, 24]. For C
V

3 we adopted the model
of Ref. [87], yielding

C
V

3 =
2.13

(1 � q2/M2
V

)2
1

1 � q2/(4M
2
V

)
, (21)

with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C

V

4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C

V

6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
consistent, in the axial part we only retain the leading
contribution of Eq. (20), which is the term proportional
to C

A

5 defined as [88]

C
A

5 =
1.2

(1 � q2/MA�)2
⇥

1

1 � q2/(3MA�)2)
, (22)

with MA� = 1.05 GeV.
The Rarita-Schwinger propagator

G
↵�(p�) =

P
↵�(p�)

p
2
� � M

2
�

, (23)

is proportional to the spin 3/2 projection operator
P

↵�(p�). In order to account for the possible decay
of the � into a physical ⇡N , we replace M� ! M� �

i�(p�)/2 [89, 90] where the last term is the energy de-
pendent decay width given by

�(p�) =
(4f⇡N�)2

12⇡m2
⇡

|d|3
p

s
(mN + Ed)R(r2) . (24)

In the above equation, (4f⇡N�)2/(4⇡) = 0.38, s = p
2
�

is the invariant mass, d is the decay three-momentum in
the ⇡N center of mass frame, such that

|d|2 =
1

4s
[s � (mN + m⇡)2][s � (mN � m⇡)2] (25)

and Ed =
p

m
2
N

+ d2 is the associated energy. The ad-
ditional factor

R(r2) =

✓
⇤2

R

⇤2
R
� r2

◆
, (26)

depending on the ⇡N three-momentum r, with r2 =
(Ed �

p
m2

⇡
+ d2)2 � 4d2 and ⇤2

R
= 0.95 m

2
N

, is in-
troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
agator are accounted for by modifying the decay width
as

��(p�) ! ��(p�) � 2Im[U�(p�, ⇢ = ⇢0)], (27)

The largest contributions to two-body currents arise from 
resonant  transitions yielding pion productionN ! �

12

FIG. 5. Breakdown into one- and two-body current contributions of the ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for T2K.
The color code is as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Percent change in the value of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged cross section for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 vs. percent change in
two parameters describing � resonance production and decay entering calculations of two-body current (MEC) e↵ects: CA

5 (Q2)
is the dominant N ! � transition form factor, and ⇤R renormalizes the self energy of the � as described in Sec. II B.

found for ⇤R. Current extractions of C5(0) rely on single
pion production data from deuterium bubble chamber
experiments [10–12], and due to limited statistics model
assumptions on the relations between N ! � transition
form factors are typically included to reduce the number

of fit parameters. Depending on the model assumptions
used, the resulting uncertainty on C5(0) is estimated
to be 10-15% in the analysis of Ref. [122], with similar
though slightly less conservative uncertainties estimated
in Refs. [85, 121]. Note that all of these analysis assume a

The normalization of the dominant  transition 
form factor needs be known to 3% precision to achieve 
1% cross-section precision for MiniBooNE kinematics 

N ! �

State-of-the-art determinations of this form factor from 
experimental data on pion electroproduction achieve 
10-15% precision (under some assumptions) 

Hernandez et al, PRD 81 (2010) 

Further constraints on  transition relevant for 
two-body currents and π production will be necessary to 
achieve few-percent cross-section precision 

N ! �
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Nuclear Hamiltonians: different efforts in place to provide UQ in chiral EFT

✴  Assessing the overall uncertainty of theory calculations requires evaluating uncertainties:

Form factors: one- and two-body currents, resonance/π production

Error of factorizing the hard interaction vertex / using a non relativistic approach

✴  Address neutrino precision goals requires studying relations between cross section 
uncertainties and input parameter uncertainties 

✴  Additional constraints on few-nucleon inputs from experiment and lattice QCD will be crucial 

✴Factorized approaches ideally suited to incorporate elementary amplitudes - nucleon hadron tensor
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams describing of the first two contri-
butions to the two-body currents associated with�-excitation
processes. Solid, thick green, and dashed lines correspond to
nucleons, deltas, pions, respectively. The wavy line represents
the vector boson.
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where k
0 and p
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with ⇤⇡N� = 1150 MeV and ⇤⇡ = 1300 MeV. The term
⌧± = (⌧x±i⌧y)/2 is the isospin raising/lowering operator.
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j
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; more details are
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with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C
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4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C
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6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
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troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
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Diagrams including the Delta current depend on many parameters.
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j

µ

b
; more details are

reported in Ref. [23, 24]. For C
V

3 we adopted the model
of Ref. [87], yielding

C
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3 =
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2
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with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C

V

4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C

V

6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
consistent, in the axial part we only retain the leading
contribution of Eq. (20), which is the term proportional
to C
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5 defined as [88]
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with MA� = 1.05 GeV.
The Rarita-Schwinger propagator
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is proportional to the spin 3/2 projection operator
P

↵�(p�). In order to account for the possible decay
of the � into a physical ⇡N , we replace M� ! M� �

i�(p�)/2 [89, 90] where the last term is the energy de-
pendent decay width given by

�(p�) =
(4f⇡N�)2
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s
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In the above equation, (4f⇡N�)2/(4⇡) = 0.38, s = p
2
�

is the invariant mass, d is the decay three-momentum in
the ⇡N center of mass frame, such that

|d|2 =
1
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depending on the ⇡N three-momentum r, with r2 =
(Ed �
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⇡
+ d2)2 � 4d2 and ⇤2

R
= 0.95 m

2
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, is in-
troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
agator are accounted for by modifying the decay width
as

��(p�) ! ��(p�) � 2Im[U�(p�, ⇢ = ⇢0)], (27)
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where k
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with ⇤⇡N� = 1150 MeV and ⇤⇡ = 1300 MeV. The term
⌧± = (⌧x±i⌧y)/2 is the isospin raising/lowering operator.
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j

µ

b
; more details are

reported in Ref. [23, 24]. For C
V

3 we adopted the model
of Ref. [87], yielding

C
V

3 =
2.13

(1 � q2/M2
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1
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, (21)

with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C

V

4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C

V

6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
consistent, in the axial part we only retain the leading
contribution of Eq. (20), which is the term proportional
to C

A

5 defined as [88]

C
A

5 =
1.2

(1 � q2/MA�)2
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1
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with MA� = 1.05 GeV.
The Rarita-Schwinger propagator
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is proportional to the spin 3/2 projection operator
P

↵�(p�). In order to account for the possible decay
of the � into a physical ⇡N , we replace M� ! M� �

i�(p�)/2 [89, 90] where the last term is the energy de-
pendent decay width given by

�(p�) =
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In the above equation, (4f⇡N�)2/(4⇡) = 0.38, s = p
2
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is the invariant mass, d is the decay three-momentum in
the ⇡N center of mass frame, such that

|d|2 =
1
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[s � (mN + m⇡)2][s � (mN � m⇡)2] (25)
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+ d2 is the associated energy. The ad-
ditional factor
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depending on the ⇡N three-momentum r, with r2 =
(Ed �

p
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⇡
+ d2)2 � 4d2 and ⇤2

R
= 0.95 m

2
N

, is in-
troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
agator are accounted for by modifying the decay width
as

��(p�) ! ��(p�) � 2Im[U�(p�, ⇢ = ⇢0)], (27)

Parametrization chosen for the vector ff:

Current extractions of CA5 (0) rely on single pion production data from deuterium bubble chamber 
experiments; estimated uncertainty ~ 15 %
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with ⇤⇡N� = 1150 MeV and ⇤⇡ = 1300 MeV. The term
⌧± = (⌧x±i⌧y)/2 is the isospin raising/lowering operator.
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j

µ

b
; more details are

reported in Ref. [23, 24]. For C
V

3 we adopted the model
of Ref. [87], yielding
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3 =
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with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C

V

4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C

V

6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
consistent, in the axial part we only retain the leading
contribution of Eq. (20), which is the term proportional
to C

A

5 defined as [88]
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5 =
1.2
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with MA� = 1.05 GeV.
The Rarita-Schwinger propagator
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is proportional to the spin 3/2 projection operator
P

↵�(p�). In order to account for the possible decay
of the � into a physical ⇡N , we replace M� ! M� �

i�(p�)/2 [89, 90] where the last term is the energy de-
pendent decay width given by

�(p�) =
(4f⇡N�)2
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In the above equation, (4f⇡N�)2/(4⇡) = 0.38, s = p
2
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is the invariant mass, d is the decay three-momentum in
the ⇡N center of mass frame, such that

|d|2 =
1
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[s � (mN + m⇡)2][s � (mN � m⇡)2] (25)

and Ed =
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+ d2 is the associated energy. The ad-
ditional factor
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depending on the ⇡N three-momentum r, with r2 =
(Ed �
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+ d2)2 � 4d2 and ⇤2
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= 0.95 m
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, is in-
troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
agator are accounted for by modifying the decay width
as

��(p�) ! ��(p�) � 2Im[U�(p�, ⇢ = ⇢0)], (27)
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j

µ
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; more details are
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3 we adopted the model
of Ref. [87], yielding
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with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C
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4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C

V

6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
consistent, in the axial part we only retain the leading
contribution of Eq. (20), which is the term proportional
to C
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5 defined as [88]
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with MA� = 1.05 GeV.
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is proportional to the spin 3/2 projection operator
P

↵�(p�). In order to account for the possible decay
of the � into a physical ⇡N , we replace M� ! M� �

i�(p�)/2 [89, 90] where the last term is the energy de-
pendent decay width given by
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In the above equation, (4f⇡N�)2/(4⇡) = 0.38, s = p
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is the invariant mass, d is the decay three-momentum in
the ⇡N center of mass frame, such that
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depending on the ⇡N three-momentum r, with r2 =
(Ed �
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= 0.95 m
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, is in-
troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
agator are accounted for by modifying the decay width
as

��(p�) ! ��(p�) � 2Im[U�(p�, ⇢ = ⇢0)], (27)
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Study of model dependence in neutrino predictions
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FIG. 5. Breakdown into one- and two-body current contributions of the ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for T2K.
The color code is as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Percent change in the value of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged cross section for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 vs. percent change in
two parameters describing � resonance production and decay entering calculations of two-body current (MEC) e↵ects: CA

5 (Q2)
is the dominant N ! � transition form factor, and ⇤R renormalizes the self energy of the � as described in Sec. II B.

found for ⇤R. Current extractions of C5(0) rely on single
pion production data from deuterium bubble chamber
experiments [10–12], and due to limited statistics model
assumptions on the relations between N ! � transition
form factors are typically included to reduce the number

of fit parameters. Depending on the model assumptions
used, the resulting uncertainty on C5(0) is estimated
to be 10-15% in the analysis of Ref. [122], with similar
though slightly less conservative uncertainties estimated
in Refs. [85, 121]. Note that all of these analysis assume a

A 15% variation in either C5A(0) or ΛR changes the flux-averaged cross section by roughly 5% 

Percent change in the MiniBooNE cross section versus the percent change in the two-body 
current parameters for 0.5 < cos θμ < 0.6, Tμ = 325 MeV 
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Phenomenological potential: av18 + IL7
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• Argonne v18 is a finite, local, configuration-space potential controlled by ~4300 np and pp 
scattering data below 350 MeV of the Nijmegen database
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The parameters of the AV18 + IL7 are fit to properties of exactly solvable light nuclear systems. 

Phenomenological potentials explicitly include the long-range one-pion exchange interaction 
and a set of intermediate- and short-range phenomenological terms
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FIG. 7. Final form factor from Eqs. (31), (32) and (33).
Also shown is the dipole axial form factor with axial mass
mA = 1.014(14) GeV [55].

and the four-dimensional correlation matrix is

Cij =

0

BBB@

1 0.321 �0.677 0.761

0.321 1 �0.889 0.313

�0.677 �0.889 1 �0.689

0.761 0.313 �0.689 1

1

CCCA
. (36)

VII. APPLICATIONS

Having presented the axial form factor with errors and
correlations amongst the coe�cients, we may systemat-
ically compute derived observables that depend on this
function. We consider several applications of our results.

TABLE VII. Axial radius extracted using best values from
Table I, and default priors as discussed in the text. Note that
the joint fit is not an average, but a simultaneous fit to all of
the data sets.

Data set r2A [fm2] r2A [fm2] r2A [fm2]

(Na = 3) (Na = 4) (Na = 5)

BNL 1981 0.56(23) 0.52(25) 0.48(26)

ANL 1982 0.69(21) 0.63(23) 0.57(24)

FNAL 1983 0.63(34) 0.64(35) 0.64(35)

Joint Fit 0.54(20) 0.46(22) 0.39(23)

A. Axial radius

We begin with the axial radius, defined in Eq. (21).
While the radius by itself is not the only quantity of inter-
est to neutrino scattering observables, it is only through
the q2 ! 0 limit that a robust comparison can be made
to other processes such as pion electroproduction.
The form factor coe�cients and error matrix from the

�2 fit in Sec. VI determine the radius as

r2A = 0.46(22) fm2 . (37)

The constraint is much looser than would be obtained by
restricting to the dipole model, cf. Table IV.14 For com-
parison, let us consider the constraints from individual
experiments. Table VII gives results for Na = 3, 4, 5 free
parameters, with errors determined from the error ma-
trix in Eqs. (32) and (33). The results from individual
experiments are consistent with the joint fit. Note that
the joint fit is not simply the average of the individual
fits. This situation arises from a slight tension between
data and Gaussian coe�cient constraints (17) when com-
paring a single data set to the statistically more powerful
combined data.

B. Neutrino-nucleon quasielastic cross sections

Current and future neutrino oscillation experiments
will precisely measure neutrino mixing parameters, de-
termine the neutrino mass hierarchy, and search for pos-
sible CP violation and other new phenomena. This
program relies on accurate predictions, with quantifi-
able uncertainties, for neutrino interaction cross sections.
As the simplest examples, consider the charged-current
quasielastic cross section �(E⌫) for neutrino (antineu-
trino) scattering on an isolated neutron (proton).
The best fit cross section and uncertainty are shown

in Fig. 8, and compared to the prediction of dipole FA

with axial mass mA = 1.014(14) [55]. At representative

14
Extractions of the radius from electroproduction data are also

strongly influenced by the dipole assumption [31].
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FIG. 8. Free nucleon CCQE cross section computed
from Eqs. (31), (32) and (33), for neutrino-neutron (top)
and antineutrino-proton (bottom) scattering. Also shown
are results using dipole axial form factor with axial mass
mA = 1.014(14) GeV [55].

energies, the cross sections and uncertainties shown in
Fig. 8 are

�⌫n!µp(E⌫ = 1GeV) = 10.1(0.9)⇥ 10�39 cm2 ,

�⌫n!µp(E⌫ = 3GeV) = 9.6(0.9)⇥ 10�39 cm2 , (38)

for neutrinos and

�⌫̄p!µn(E⌫ = 1GeV) = 3.83(23)⇥ 10�39 cm2 ,

�⌫̄p!µn(E⌫ = 3GeV) = 6.47(47)⇥ 10�39 cm2 , (39)

for antineutrinos.
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FIG. 9. Cross section for charged-current quasielastic events
from the MINERvA experiment [56] as a function of re-
constructed Q2, compared with prediction using relativistic
Fermi gas (RFG) nuclear model with z expansion axial form
factor extracted from deuterium data. MINERvA data uses
an updated flux prediction from [82]. Also shown are results
using the same nuclear model but dipole form factor with
axial mass mA = 1.014(14) GeV [55].

C. Neutrino nucleus cross sections

Connecting nucleon-level information to experimen-
tally observed neutrino-nucleus scattering cross sections
requires data-driven modeling of nuclear e↵ects. Our
description of the axial form factor and uncertainty in
Eqs. (31), (32), and (33) can be readily implemented
in neutrino event generators that interface with nuclear
models.15

A multitude of studies and comparisons are possible.
As illustration, consider MINERvA quasielastic data on
carbon [56]. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the Q2 dis-
tribution of measured events with the predictions from
our FA(q2), using a relativistic Fermi gas nuclear model
in the default configuration of the GENIE v2.8 neutrino
event generator [6]. For comparison, we display the result
obtained using a dipole FA with axial mass central value
and error as quoted in the world average of Ref. [55]. The
central curves di↵er in their kinematic dependence, and
the dipole result severely underestimates the uncertainty
propagated from deuterium data.
The z expansion implementation within GENIE in-

15
The z expansion will be available in GENIE production release

v2.12.0. The code is currently available in the GENIE trunk

prior to its o�cial release. The module provides full generality

of the z expansion, and supports reweighting and error analysis

with correlated parameters.

• Sum rule can be enforced ensuring that the form factor falls smoothly to zero at large Q2

5

where ni is the number of events in the ith bin, and µi is
the theory prediction (7) for the bin. Errors correspond
to changes of 1.0 in the �2LL function.

Because we do not use an unbinned likelihood fit, we
do not expect precise agreement even when the original
choices of constants in Table I are used. Comparing the
first two columns of Table II, the size of the resulting sta-
tistical uncertainties are approximately equal, and only
FNAL shows a discrepancy in central value. A similar
exercise was performed in Refs. [66, 74, 75], and similar
results were obtained. Having reproduced the original
analyses to the extent possible, we will proceed with the
updated constants as in the final column of Table I.

III. z EXPANSION ANALYSIS

The dipole assumption (9) on the axial form factor
shape represents an unquantified systematic error. We
now remove this assumption, enforcing only the known
analytic structure that the form factor inherits from
QCD. We investigate the constraints from deuterium
data in this more general framework. A similar analysis
may be performed using future lattice QCD calculations
in place of deuterium data.

A. z expansion formalism

The axial form factor obeys the dispersion relation,

FA(q
2) =

1

⇡

Z 1

tcut

dt0
ImFA(t0 + i0)

t0 � q2
, (11)

where tcut = 9m2
⇡ represents the leading three-pion

threshold for states that can be produced by the axial
current. The presence of singularities along the posi-
tive real axis implies that a simple Taylor expansion of
the form factor in the variable q2 does not converge for
|q2| � 9m2

⇡ ⇡ 0.18GeV2. Consider the new variable ob-
tained by mapping the domain of analyticity onto the
unit circle [31],

z(q2, tcut, t0) =

p
tcut � q2 �

p
tcut � t0p

tcut � q2 +
p
tcut � t0

, (12)

where t0, with �1 < t0 < tcut, is an arbitrary number
that may be chosen for convenience. In terms of the new
variable we may write a convergent expansion,

FA(q
2) =

kmaxX

k=0

akz(q
2)k , (13)

where the expansion coe�cients ak are dimensionless
numbers encoding nucleon structure information.

In any given experiment, the finite range of Q2 implies
a maximal range for |z| that is less than unity. We denote

TABLE III. Maximum value of |z| for di↵erent Q2 ranges
and choices of t0. t

optimal
0 is defined in Eq. (14).

Q2
max [GeV2] t0 |z|max

1.0 0 0.44

3.0 0 0.62

1.0 toptimal
0 (1.0GeV2) = �0.28GeV2 0.23

3.0 toptimal
0 (1.0GeV2) = �0.28GeV2 0.45

3.0 toptimal
0 (3.0GeV2) = �0.57GeV2 0.35

by toptimal
0 (Q2

max) the choice which minimizes the maxi-
mum size of |z| in the range �Q2

max  q2  0. Explicitly,

toptimal
0 (Q2) = tcut(1�

p
1 +Q2

max/tcut) . (14)

Table III displays |z|max for several choices of Q2
max and

t0.
The choice of t0 can be optimized for various applica-

tions. We have in mind applications with data concen-
trated below Q2 = 1GeV2, and therefore take as default
choice,

t̄0 = toptimal
0 (1GeV2) ⇡ �0.28GeV2 , (15)

minimizing the number of parameters that are necessary
to describe data in this region. Inspection of Table III
shows that the form factor expressed as FA(z) becomes
approximately linear. For example, taking |z|max = 0.23
implies that quadratic, cubic, and quartic terms enter at
the level of ⇠ 5%, 1% and 0.3%.
The asymptotic scaling prediction from perturbative

QCD [76], FA ⇠ Q�4, implies the series of four sum
rules [35]

1X

k=n

k(k � 1) · · · (k � n+ 1)ak = 0 , n = 0, 1, 2, 3 .

(16)

We enforce the sum rules (16) on the coe�cients, en-
suring that the form factor falls smoothly to zero at
large Q2. Together with the Q2 = 0 constraint, this
leaves Na = kmax � 4 free parameters in Eq. (13). From
Eq. (16), it can be shown [35] that the coe�cients behave
as ak ⇠ k�4 at large k. We remark that the dipole ansatz
(9) implies the coe�cient scaling law |ak| ⇠ k at large k,
in conflict with perturbative QCD.
In addition to the sum rules, an examination of explicit

spectral functions and scattering data [31] motivates the
bound of

|ak/a0|  5. (17)

As noted above, from Eq. (16), the coe�cients behave as
ak ⇠ k�4 at large k. We invoke a fallo↵ of the coe�cients
at higher order in k,

|ak/a0|  25/k , k > 5. (18)

Fit deuteron data replacing dipole axial form factor with z-expansion, enforce the sum rule constraints 
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